The Even Shorter and More Complete Summation

By Anna Von Reitz

Prince Philip received $950 Trillion Dollars worth of "Life Force Value" annuities as settlement of the bankruptcy of CANADA which occurred April 15, 2017. These are bonds places on living people without their knowledge or consent, in Breach of Trust and all decency, already universally outlawed.

At least $750 Trillion of that belongs to us, the present generation of Americans, and their ancestors for the past six generations who were also bilked by these vermin. The Canadian Governor of Ottawa was holding our purported bonds when CANADA declared bankruptcy and so the "presumed" but not actual creditors swooped in and claimed them as "abandoned property".

See The Canadian Ownership and Control Act. This was all orchestrated and made possible by the British-controlled Territorial United States Government acting in Gross Breach of Trust and violation of Commercial Contract.

This is a reprise of another insurance annuities scheme that was outlawed circa 1700. They just waited for popular memory to fade and brought it out again.

And now, we come to the direct bankruptcy of the UNITED STATES and its franchises, dba STATE OF WISCONSIN and so on.... same schtick, oh, we don't know where the actual owners of this real estate went. They just sailed away back in 1933---- if you believe their version of this story --- and haven't been seen or heard from since.

It's time they heard the news, folks. We're back, and we've been back about twenty years, so there is no possible excuse for any misunderstanding.
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